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AGENDA

1  APOLOGIES 

To note any apologies. 

Chair

2  DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

Members of the committee are invited to declare any pecuniary or 
personal interests relating to specific matters on the agenda.

Please see note (a) at the end of the agenda.

Chair

3  MINUTES (Pages 1 - 18)

To confirm and sign the minutes of the meeting held on 4 September 2019 
and the Joint Meeting with the Environment Scrutiny Committee on 18 
September 2019.

Chair

4  GLOUCESTERSHIRE ECONOMIC GROWTH JOINT COMMITTEE 
(GEGJC) UPDATE 

To receive a verbal update on the GEGJC meeting held earlier the same 
day from the Chair, Cllr Patrick Molyneux.

Please refer to the published forward plan of the GEGJC to suggest any 
items you may want to consider at a future meeting of the Scrutiny 
Committee.

Scrutiny members are invited to attend the GEGJC meeting in an observer 
capacity. Please refer to the following link to view the agenda and 
supporting documents for the GEGJC meeting:

http://glostext.gloucestershire.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=725&MId
=9096&Ver=4

Cllr Patrick 
Molyneux

http://glostext.gloucestershire.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=725&MId=9096&Ver=4
http://glostext.gloucestershire.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=725&MId=9096&Ver=4


    

5  MOBILE CONNECTIVITY 

To receive a presentation from Mobile UK, the trade body for mobile 
network operators, on the current mobile market and future connectivity 
plans.

Mobile UK

6  GFIRST LEP - INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO (Pages 19 - 22)

To consider a report on the process for developing an Investment 
Portfolio. 

Mally Findlater

7  GLOUCESTERSHIRE VISION 2050 UPDATE (Pages 23 - 38)

To note an update report on Gloucestershire Vision 2050.

Mike Dawson

8  WORK PLAN (Pages 39 - 40)

To review the committee work plan and suggest items for consideration at 
future meetings.

Chair

9  FUTURE MEETINGS 

To note the dates of future meetings:

26 February 2020
18 March 2020
3 June 2020
16 September 2020
21 October 2020
18 November 2020

Chair

INFORMATION ITEMS

10  DIRECTORS REPORT (Pages 41 - 50)

To note an update report from Colin Chick, Strategic Adviser 
(Communities and Infrastructure) on Economic Growth issues in the 
County.

Colin Chick

Membership –  Cllr Brian Robinson, Cllr Matt Babbage, Cllr Kevin Cromwell (Chairman), 
Cllr Stephen Davies, Cllr Ben Evans, Cllr Kate Haigh (Vice-Chair), Cllr Klara Sudbury and 
Cllr Sajid Patel Cllr Nicky Packer, Cllr Paul McCloskey, Cllr Jim Dewey, Cllr John Murphy and Cllr 
Gina Blomefield

(a) DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST – Members requiring advice or clarification about 
whether to make a declaration of interest are invited to contact the Monitoring Officer, Rob 
Ayliffe 01452 328506 / e-mail: rob.ayliffe@gloucesteshire.gov.uk) prior to the start of 
the meeting.

(b) INSPECTION OF PAPERS AND GENERAL QUERIES - If you wish to inspect minutes or 
reports relating to any item on this agenda or have any other general queries about the 

mailto:rob.ayliffe@gloucesteshire.gov.uk


    

meeting, please contact: Sophie Benfield, Democratic Services Adviser 
:01452 324094 / e-mail: sophie.benfield@gloucestershire.gov.uk

(c)

(d) 

GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS
1 Members are required to sign the attendance list.
2 Please note that substitution arrangements are in place for Scrutiny (see page 81 of 

the Constitution).

Please note that photography, filming and audio recording of Council meetings is 
permitted subject to the Local Government Access to Information provisions.  Please 
contact Democratic Services (tel 01452 425230) to make the necessary arrangements 
ahead of the meeting.  If you are a member of the public and do not wish to be 
photographed or filmed please inform the Democratic Services Officer on duty at the 
meeting.

EVACUATION PROCEDURE - in the event of the fire alarms sounding during the meeting please leave as 
directed in a calm and orderly manner and go to the assembly point which is outside the main entrance to 
Shire Hall in Westgate Street.  Please remain there and await further instructions.

mailto:sophie.benfield@gloucestershire.gov.uk
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GLOUCESTERSHIRE ECONOMIC GROWTH SCRUTINY 
COMMITTEE

MINUTES of a meeting of the Gloucestershire Economic Growth Scrutiny Committee held 
on Wednesday 4 September 2019 at the The Growth Hub - The Growth Hub, Oxstalls 
Campus, Oxstalls Lane, Gloucester.

PRESENT:
Cllr Brian Robinson
Cllr Matt Babbage
Cllr Kevin Cromwell 
(Chairman)
Cllr Stephen Davies
Cllr Ben Evans

Cllr Kate Haigh (Vice-Chair)
Cllr Nicky Packer
Cllr Paul McCloskey
Cllr John Murphy
Cllr Patrick Molyneux

Officers in attendance: David Owen, Claire Edwards, Pete Carr, Simon Excell, Colin 
Chick and Mally Findlater

Apologies: Cllr Klara Sudbury, Cllr Sajid Patel, Cllr Jim Dewey, Mike 
Dawson, Dev Chakraborty, Cllr Gina Blomefield and Angela 
Presdee

2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

No declarations of interest were made.

3. MINUTES 

The minutes of the meetings held on both 20 March 2019 were approved and 
signed by the Chair.

4. UNDERSTANDING THE GFIRST LEP & LOCAL INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY 

4.1 The Chair invited David Owen, CEO and Malley Findlater, Programme 
Manager of the GFirst LEP to present items 4 and 5 combined.

4.2 The Committee began by viewing a video of the Capital projects from the 
Local Growth Fund. This covered the Gloucestershire Airport South, The 
Growth Hub, Gloucestershire College in Cinderford and the Gloucester 
Central Transport Hub. The video explained what the projects were, and how 
the funding from the LEP had helped.

4.3 The Committee then heard how the GFirst LEP was formed. Local Enterprise 
Partnerships (LEPs) were formed in 2011 by the Government to replace the 
Regional Development Agencies and put business at the heart of Economic 
Growth. At this stage, there was no funding attached to the LEPs.
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4.4 In 2014, the Government signed off the Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) for 
Gloucestershire and awarded the GFirst LEP £101.7m over 3 funding  
rounds to implement the SEP over 5 years. In addition, an EU Structural & 
Investment Funds Strategy was submitted and was awarded £37m from 
across the European Regional Development Fund, the European Agricultural 
Fund for Rural Development and the European Social Fund.

4.5 Members were informed that the LEP identified the main five economic 
challenge areas for Gloucestershire:

 Housing: the types of houses available and the scale at which they were 
being provided.

 Employment land: the last business park built in the County was twenty-
five years ago in Gloucester. The unavailability of business space means 
if businesses want to expand, it is very difficult to do so within 
Gloucestershire.

 Mis-match skills: there is a big difference between what the job markets 
are looking for and what education/training is being provided.

 Growth for the whole county: it is more challenging to grow the rural 
areas in comparison to the urban areas.

 Demographic: the County has an aging population as well as a struggle 
to attract and keep young people.

4.6 The LEP also have a number of teams which help inform and carry out 
ambitions for Gloucestershire:

 Business Groups: made up of business leaders in the County, there are 
10 groups each focusing on a key part of the economy.

 Education Team: helps young people from across the county to achieve 
their potential and get the head start they need to be our future 
innovators and successes. The team provide mentoring programmes in 
schools, enterprise days, careers advice etc. 

 Inward Investment Team: They are focused on attracting business into 
the county, especially in the areas of Agri-Tech, Cyber and Renewable 
Energy.

Local Industrial Strategy

4.7 In 2017, the Government produced the Industrial Strategy White Paper. The 
document set out new expectations that each area in England would 
produce its own Local Industrial Strategy (LIS), setting out clearly defined 
priorities for how cities, towns and rural areas will maximise their contribution 
to UK productivity. These Strategies would be developed at a local level by 
the LEPs, with support from Government and are an evolution of the SEP.

4.8 The Committee heard that the GFirst LEP had identified 5 key areas that are 
different about Gloucestershire:

 Agri-Tech: Royal Agriculture University, Hartpury and Camden BII
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 Greener Gloucestershire: Climate change emergency and value placed 
on the natural environment of the county.

 City region: development in the middle of 
Cheltenham/Gloucester/Tewkesbury to present a different view of the 
county and help address the demographic challenge.

 Inclusive and flexible Gloucestershire: Making sure everyone in 
Gloucestershire benefits from economic growth. A flexible approach to 
employment – which would have a two fold impact: allow portfolio 
careers, sabbaticals etc. for young people and offer the aging population 
a chance to play a more active role in the County.

 Cyber Tech and Digital: GCHQ is a world leading organisation and has 
a neutral competitive advantage.

4.9 Members were informed that there would be a 6-8 week consultation period 
in September on the draft LIS to form a final document for Government by 
Christmas and a view to publish in March 2020.

4.10 The second part of the presentation was from Malley Findlater explaining the 
Assurance Framework of how projects are selected and funded. Appendix 1 
was handed out to Members to assist the discussion.

4.11 The Committee were advised that the collaborative process seeks capital 
projects, looking for public funding and that will lead to growth in the County. 
There are many different routes to submit a business case to the LEP but the 
main routes are an open call from the LEP and through the Capital 
Investment Pipeline.

4.12 The first filtering down of project proposals happens internally around the 
basic criteria of the SEP, and in the future the LIS. Those projects that fit the 
initial criteria will then go through to the next selection stage in front of the 
LEP board, which is made up of businesses/county/district representatives. 

4.13 The selection will end in a prioritised list which will have merit to put forward 
for indicative funding. The second part of the process invites the project to be 
further developed and go through the Due Diligence Assessment.

4.14 A member questioned whether the LEP were satisfied they were reaching all 
businesses in Gloucestershire, as well as keeping up with the fast pace of 
the business world.

4.15 The Committee heard that there are over 30,000 businesses in the County 
and they would never reach them all. Some businesses will never need to be 
in contact with the LEP and reassuringly in a recent survey of LEP 
awareness across England; Gloucestershire came 3rd out of the 38 areas.

4.16 The LEP confirmed the Assurance Framework for projects can be a 
complicated process, but there have been examples of the LEP acting 
quickly where a project was time sensitive. It was highlighted however as it 
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was public money was being allocated, many would be happy that the right 
checks and balances are in place.

4.17 There was a discussion about housing in the County. A member highlighted 
that the district councils have a very clear understanding of housing needs in 
their area and questioned how the LEP interacted with that knowledge. The 
Committee were advised that the LEP were linked into all local plans such as 
the Joint Core Strategy and were keen not to contradict any local plans.

4.18 The development of the Great Western Power House (GWPH) was noted by 
a member as a good opportunity for the County. This was reiterated by the 
LEP who highlighted the real opportunity for key sectors to have a louder 
voice nationally and internationally. The LEP have also requested to be a full 
partner of the GWPH.

4.19 There was a challenge on the idea of flexible employment as this may not be 
the choice for young people in areas of deprivation who need to work full-
time.

4.20 The Committee asked if there had ever been a situation where the LEP were 
aware of an investment need but no one came forward with the idea as a 
business plan. They were reassured that the LEP are constantly promoting 
their strategy, identifying requirements and talking to partners. The main 
area where change tends to move slower is in education.

4.21 A member highlighted that a good measure for whether the right projects 
were being funded would be whether the five key outcomes are moving in 
the right direction.

4.22 There was a discussion about the success of projects from the initial 
submissions. The LEP advised that they have had no experience of a project 
going wrong after the due diligence stage, any project that gains funding has 
gone through to completion. If however a project needs support towards the 
end, the LEP are able to try and provide that to ensure they are successful. 
They also hold onto the final tranche of funding as an extra precaution.

Scrutiny of the GFirst LEP

4.23 The second part of this item was for the Committee to discuss how they 
could improve their scrutiny of the GFirst LEP going forward. The following 
suggestions were made by members:

 Scrutiny should cover the accountability of the LEP’s decisions as a 
whole, rather than only looking at the funding of the projects.

 The Committee report from the LEP needed to be improved and to 
move away from a lengthy essay. Members would like to see more 
performance data and targets, use of a traffic light system/RAG rating 
for project process.
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 Several members were very keen on focusing more on the social 
impact of projects, whether they fit with district/county Council plans 
and whether they were the right projects to pick overall.

 The Committee could review projects that aren’t successful and 
understand why, as well as the longer-term sustainability of projects 
that are completed.

 There shouldn’t only be a focus on whether the LEP are doing things 
well, but whether they were the right things to do in the first place. 
What is the cost for the county of missed or delayed opportunities? 
Looking at the accountability for decisions on projects.

 There was a suggestion that the Committee could work to a 4 stage 
framework each project cycle. This would begin with the Committee 
scrutinising the criteria that the LEP measure each project against. 
Second, how the criteria are being applied to pipeline projects, is it 
selecting the right choices. Third, scrutiny around the money allocated 
to each project and fourth, looking into the success of projects and 
whether they met their objectives.

4.24 It was agreed by the Committee that the Chair and the group lead members 
from GCC would take the suggestions away and work with the LEP to 
produce a framework. A draft would be circulated to the Committee in 
advance with a view of being finalised before the November meeting.

ACTION CHAIR/DAVID OWEN/DEMOCRATIC SERVICES

5. DIRECTOR'S REPORT 

5.1 To open the item, the Chair explained that following the County Council’s 
scrutiny review earlier this year, the strong link between Environment and 
Economic Growth was noted on numerous occasions. 

5.2 The Chair advised the Committee that as he also sits on the Environment 
Scrutiny Committee, there is a lot of information in the Director’s Report 
received there, that would be useful for this Committee to view as well.

5.3 As Colin Chick’s director responsibilities fall within both of those scrutiny 
Committees the same Directors report will now be submitted to Economic 
Growth as to Environment. As a stand alone item each meeting, Colin will 
present his report and member will have a chance to ask questions on 
Economic Growth issues only.

5.4 On presenting the report, Colin Chick, Strategic Adviser (Communities & 
Infrastructure), stated that he welcome bringing the report to this Committee 
as well as he too noted the strong link between the Environment and 
Economic Growth.

5.5 In particular the following points were highlighted:
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 The new highways contracts have embedded very well and there is a 
noticeable improvement in performance.

 The A40 West Cheltenham Transport Schemes are on track and the 
business cases are scheduled to be considered by the LEP board in 
December this year.

 The progress on the Cheltenham to Gloucester cycling scheme.
 The further slip of the Junction 10 project decision from Homes England. 

The scheme continues to run at risk in order to meet the completion 
target set of March 2024.

 The rail connectivity improvements update – these will be key for 
economic growth in the county.

 The timeline for producing the Climate Change Strategy continues at 
pace and remains on schedule.

 Javelin Park produced electricity for the first time this month.
 Coleford Innovation Lab launched successfully in July with a lot of 

interest from across the county.
5.6 There was a discussion about the suitability of the Director’s report for the 

Committees work. Members noted that the current format makes it difficult to 
scrutinise the Economic impact of schemes as it was more of an update 
report.

5.7 A member who also sat on the Environment Committee advised members 
there would ask questions on the schemes and sometimes also request an 
additional report or agenda item to look into specific schemes more in-depth. 

5.8 It was suggested that the report may serve better as an information item for 
this Committee as it gives an overview of the ongoing work.

5.9 The Chair advised he would continue this discussion with the Director and 
look at options for revising the report for the next meeting.

5.10 Members discussed the economic impact of the Cheltenham Transport Plan 
Experimental Traffic Order (ETO), specifically in reference to the impact on 
local businesses. The Chair advised that the ETO was being thoroughly 
looked into by the Traffic Regulation Committee at GCC and this Committee 
should therefore avoid duplicating that work.

5.11 The Committee heard that the Industry Engagement Day on full fibre roll out 
was positive. This is the next stage on from Fastershire but is a completely 
commercial move, hence the need to engage the private sector on its 
delivery. 

6. WORK PLAN 

6.1 Members noted the work plan as agreed at the June work plan meeting.

6.2 A member requested a further item on work force development in the 
County, bearing in mind the impact of Brexit and the demographic currently 
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faced in Gloucestershire. It was agreed the Chair would discussed this with 
the GFirst LEP and bring a response to the next meeting in November.

ACTION: CHAIR/GFIRST LEP

6.3 There was also a request to look at housing availability in the County, it was 
agreed this would be considered as a future item.

CHAIRMAN

Meeting concluded at 16:00.
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GLOUCESTERSHIRE ECONOMIC GROWTH SCRUTINY 
COMMITTEE

MINUTES of the meeting of the Gloucestershire Economic Growth Scrutiny Committee 
held on Wednesday 18 September 2019 commencing at 10.00 am at the Cabinet Suite - 
Shire Hall, Gloucester.

PRESENT
MEMBERSHIP:

Cllr Brian Robinson
Cllr Kevin Cromwell 
(Chairman)
Cllr Ben Evans
Cllr Kate Haigh (Vice-
Chair)
Cllr Klara Sudbury
Cllr Nicky Packer
Cllr Sajid Patel

Cllr John Murphy
Cllr Robert Bird
Cllr Dr John Cordwell
Cllr Stephen Hirst
Cllr Eva Ward
Cllr Suzanne Williams

1. APOLOGIES 

Apologies were received from Cllrs Ray Theodoulou, Stephen Davies, Paul 
McCloskey, Gina Bloomefield, Jim Dewey, Keith Rippington and Matt Babbage.

Cllrs Shaun Parsons and Patrick Coleman were in attendance as substitutes.

2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

No declarations of interest were made.

3. LOCAL TRANSPORT PLAN REVIEW 

3.1 Members were reminded that this meeting was a joint meeting of the 
Environment and Gloucestershire Economic Growth Scrutiny Committees to 
consider a draft review of the Local Transport Plan (LTP). The joint nature 
had arisen from the cross over of interest for both Committees to scrutinise 
the Plan’s development.

3.2 The Chair advised members that the purpose of the item was for both 
Committees to comment, ask questions, and raise concerns/issues on the 
draft report presented. These comments will then be recorded and fed into 
the ongoing consultation before the report is sent to Cabinet in December.

Background
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3.3 Simon Excell, Lead Commissioner for Strategic Infrastructure, introduced the 
item with a presentation outlining the background for the review and the key 
suggested changes.

3.4 The Committee were advised that the published draft review was not the 
final document. Following today’s scrutiny, an emerging draft consultation 
document will go to Cabinet and then to formal public consultation early 
2020.

3.5 The Council undertook early stake holder engagement on the draft document 
and feedback indicated the emerging reviewed LTP was much more in line 
with district and LEP policies.

3.6 It was explained that this review has come about due to the significant 
change in priorities and policies that have been seen recently, both locally 
and nationally.

3.7 It was important that the reviewed LTP linked well with the evolving climate 
change agenda, new Local Plans such as the Joint Core Strategy and the 
Local Industrial Strategy currently being produced by the GFirst LEP. It is 
vital for Gloucestershire that all such plans and strategies are co-ordinated.

Changes within the LTP document

3.8 Members were informed that a key change to the LTP was a new chapter on 
‘Shaping the Way to 2041’. This chapter looked towards a new timeline and 
beyond the 2031 timescale of the original LTP. Its focus will be to take 
consideration of trends, emerging technologies such as a better use of smart 
phones for transport, and new transport modes such as electric vehicles.

3.10 The ‘Overarching’ chapter has been revised to take account of the county’s 
priorities on climate change and the environment, growth, health and 
wellbeing and sustainable travel behaviour.

3.11 The ‘Public and Community Transport’ chapter has been updated. The term 
‘Park and Ride’ has been changed to ‘Transport Interchange Hubs’. The idea 
being that the concept should grow to include other modes of transport, 
rather than just the traditional car and bus model.

3.12 It was highlighted that there are currently 3 existing Transport Interchange 
Hubs, with another 6 proposed at M5 Junction 10, A46 Shurdington, 
Elmbridge, West of Severn, M5 Junction 11A and M5 Junction 12.

3.13 There will a focus on bus priority, especially in the congested areas, as well 
as an encouragement to invest in ultra low emission vehicles.

3.14 The Cycle Policy will be updated to strengthen Gloucestershire’s Cycle 
Network and to make cycling a more direct, safe, comfortable and therefore 
more attractive transport option for the County.
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3.15 Members were shown a desired countywide cycleway map which envisaged 
a network of cycle routes from Tewkesbury Ashchurch in the North all the 
way down to Cirencester, encompassing Cheltenham and Gloucester on the 
way. 

3.16 The Freight and Highways chapter has been updated. This update included 
in particular, an attempt to ensure all HGV’s coming through the County are 
channelled into the most appropriate freight routes.

3.17 The chapter on Rail has been updated to reflect the ambitions of improving 
services and seating availability on all major routes in the County. Members 
were advised that the Rail Investment Strategy should be published later this 
year and will help inform the LTP, bids to government and LEP and train 
operating companies discussions.

3.18 Finally, there will be a new chapter on delivery which will move away from 
short/long term time periods for schemes to categories developed by a 
‘Scale of Impact’ indicator to provide objective classifications. 

Member questions

Cycling

3.19 There was discussion about the ‘desire line’ cycle network map that 
Members were shown in the presentation. Officers explained that this map 
was a ‘vision’ for the County’s cycle network, highlighting areas of growth 
and smaller settlements that residents want to see better cycle connections 
for. It was a developing plan and some areas are yet to have identified 
routes on the network for a cycle path to be installed.

3.20 In addition to the LTP vision, officers also highlighted the £3.6 million 
scheme to link cycling between Cheltenham and Gloucester that is emerging 
with Highways England. GCC is heavily engaged with this process and 
would expect work to begin in the next year.

3.21 A member highlighted that something that deters people from cycling at the 
moment is when they leave the designated cycle path; the roads they have 
to use are sometimes not fit for cycle use. Officers agreed it would be 
impossible and unnecessary to provide 100% cycle route coverage for 
residents, some of their journey will need to be on the existing road network 
and therefore it is vital these plans also include improvements to roads.

3.22 There was also a discussion about the types of cycle lanes currently used. A 
member was aware of research that showed if a cycle lane is painted on a 
highway, cars tended to pass closer to the cyclist than they would if there 
was no cycle lane. In addition, where there are bike symbols painted on the 
road, cars will not tend to treat this as a shared route. There was a 
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suggestion that soft segregated cycle lanes may be the way forward to allow 
for a physical barrier between the car and the cyclist.

3.23 Linking the desire lines to new developments, a member raised the concern 
that infrastructure such as cycle routes tend not to be added to a new 
development until after, meaning retrofitting this infrastructure is more 
difficult.

3.24 The Committee were advised that traditionally the County would charge 
developers under a Section 106 for infrastructure required on new 
developments. Since the introduction of the ‘Community Infrastructure Levy’ 
which calculates a charge per roof rather than individually for education, 
highways etc. there is concern that developers will be undercharged and 
local authorities will miss out on vital infrastructure funds.

3.25 GCC is currently in close discussions with the district authorities (as the 
planning authorities enforcing the Levy) to ensure it is applied fairly.

3.26 In relation to hire bike schemes that have been trialled around the country, a 
member informed the Committee that some have not had the intended 
consequence i.e. bikes not being returned properly and just piling up in 
public places. It was advised that such schemes would more likely be 
provided by the private sector in the future.

3.27 A member informed officers that there was an issue of cycle lock up spaces 
at Kemble station. There were still only 12 compared to 600 car parking 
spaces.

Rail

3.28 A member noted that a company called Systra were being used to inform the 
2019 Rail Investment Strategy and expressed concerns that the last 
contractor to carry out this piece of work knew nothing about Gloucestershire 
and its challenges. It was reassured that SLC Rail have sub-contracted 
Systra who have carried out similar work in Swindon, Worcestershire and the 
North Cotswolds so already have a lot of local experience.

3.29 It was highlighted that when the improvements to train availability/capacity 
for Cheltenham and Gloucester happen, there will be a knock on effect on 
the need for more available connections to the rural areas for commuters 
going home to other areas of the County.

3.30 Local members were keen to highlight the importance of the Kemble station 
as a link to London for the West of the County and that it should be 
considered as a key Interchange Hub. Officers agreed that improvements to 
Kemble Station are needed and that rail upgrades are a key part of the LTP.

Public & Community Transport
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3.31 A member questioned why there isn’t a joined up approach when it comes to 
the availability of public transport routes and places people may need to 
access such as hospitals. It was advised that the main issue with achieving 
this link is that bus services are generally commercially run and the Council’s 
ability to publicly subsidise bus routes is very limited.

3.32 It was suggested an option that could be developed is demand responsive 
transport where, through the use of smart phones, buses can be requested 
for certain routes when they’re needed, rather than routes being subsided 
full-time and only used a few times day.

3.33 Another benefit of the LTP looking towards 2041 and beyond is the ability to 
solve transport problems as above with forward planning.

3.34 The Committee were advised that there has been a slight decline in bus 
service use, less than the national average. A member requested the data 
on bus use to be shared with the Committee.

ACTION: ORLAGH STONER

3.35 The Committee heard that GCC have developed an app called ‘GlosTalk’ to 
help people with disabilities find appropriate public transport. The app 
contains real time bus journey data and can tell you what stop to get off at 
etc.

3.36 Another issue faced by bus users is the traffic at peak hours which can 
sometimes significantly delay bus services. It was advised that bus priority 
lanes are assessed on a case by case basis.

3.37 The key for the review of bus services is to first identify and target bus routes 
and pinch points where interventions will reach the most people and make 
improvements for key corridors.

Highways and Freight

3.38 A member highlighted that the East/West access around Cirencester has 
had little focus within the LTP Review. Whilst they understand the main focus 
is around the increased housing in the Severn Vale area, Cirencester has 
serious traffic issues, which is only likely to get worse once the A417 
improvements are completed. In addition there is an issue of freight travel on 
the A429 Fosseway. 

3.39 In response, it was highlighted that the A417 improvement scheme is a 
Highways England led scheme and that they would have done modelling on 
the scheme’s impact. The A429 is a designated freight route on the map, 
and there isn’t any other route to send freight onto to connect the east to 
west area. There is a hope that future advice would be for freight destined for 
regional/national destinations to use national roads rather than cutting 
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through County A roads. The Cotswold local plan has identified schemes 
that could improve this situation but they’re currently unfunded.

3.40 There was a question about what improvements could be made to the way 
freight is moved around the County. Members were informed that there is 
more awareness of freight moving onto rail in the future; Network Rail has 
also asked that freight terminals are more recognised within LTP’s. It was 
also highlighted that the Interchange Hubs will increasingly link with freight 
movement so the HGV’s can be load onto smaller vehicles before being 
delivered into the towns.

3.41 A member requested data on the success of the Cotswold Lorry 
Management Zone in reducing the number of HGVs using unsuitable roads 
for their journey. 

ACTION ORLAGH STONER

3.42 A member highlighted that even though Junction 14 is technically out of 
County, it still had a big impact on Gloucestershire. Officers reassured they 
are aware of the impact of this junction on the road network but as the 
Councillor rightly pointed out, GCC would be unable to bid for funding 
improvements as it doesn’t fall within the County’s boundary.

General

3.43 It was questioned whether there had been consideration of self-driving 
vehicles now that the LTP has a 22 year span to 2041 and it is likely such 
technologies would come to fruition before then. It was noted that the change 
from 2031 (the original LTP timeline) to 2041 was to make sure it is inline 
with district local plans.

3.44 Officers advised self-driving vehicles have been considered in the 2041 
chapter, as are a lot of other technologies that may emerge from now until 
then. Whilst it is difficult to pre-empt these technologies when they are not 
yet widely available, it is vital that the LTP encompasses the possibilities so it 
can build the infrastructure ready. This may be for example exploring how 
different modes of transport connect with the infrastructure in real-time.

3.45 Members welcomed the discussion on a Rapid Transport System but were 
advised this is one of the schemes within the LTP that is yet to have any 
funding attached. Further feasibility work is being undertaken at this stage.

3.46 It was highlighted that a number of the schemes in the LTP Review were 
currently unfunded, and concern was raised about where the funds could 
come from. Members were advised that there are various different funding 
routes for transport schemes such as through the County Council, District 
Councils, developers, national government, sub national transport bodies, 
GFirst LEP and adhoc national funding pots .
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3.47 There was a question about the prioritising of funding for the LTP projects. It 
was explained that the process will be adapted each time depending where 
the funding comes from. For example, if the funding is related to reducing 
CO2 emissions, the weight will be strengthened on that particular aspect of 
the scheme, meaning those schemes that score higher will be the most 
relatable to the funding.

3.48 There was a question about the environmental impact of the plan, how does 
it help towards meeting the Council’s climate change emergency 
commitments. It was advised that there a specific climate change policy with 
the LTP and it strengthens transport targets for carbon neutrality to be inline 
with the GCC pledge. Climate change is also a key assessment criterion in 
selecting schemes which has resulted in 22 schemes relating to active, 
healthy transport choices and 7 to sustainable options.

3.49 There was a request whether one the review objectives could be changed to 
‘Restore the Environment’ instead of ‘Conserve’ as currently being used. It 
was advised that is this was only a review; to rewrite the Plan’s objectives 
would be to review the evidence base it was originally formed on. It was also 
important to be realistic about the scope of transport in restoring the 
environment; restoration falls more appropriately within district local plans.

3.50 A member queried how officers planned to engage with the public, beyond 
consultation and reduce the amount of cars on the road. It was agreed there 
is a huge task ahead in terms of changing behaviour in relation to climate 
change. 

3.51 The ‘Thinktravel’ document had been incorporated into the LTP, which is the 
Council’s brand for influencing travel behaviour. The ‘Thinktravel’ team are 
also working closely with businesses and schools, air quality and health 
partnerships; it recognised there are many contributing factors to people’s 
travel behaviour. It was also advised that the LTP public consultation will 
take a similar approach to the recent climate change consultation which was 
incredibly successful.

3.52 Members were encouraged after today’s meeting to feedback to their 
relevant district councils. There is also an emerging communications plan 
which will include day/evening stakeholder engagement sessions. It was 
reinforced that the Plan is still developing and changes will be made where 
necessary before and after public consultations. The Committee requested 
an email copy of the presentation/supporting documents from today’s 
meeting that they can share with their districts.

ACTION: DEMOCRATIC SERVICES

3.53 Several members highlighted that changing their travel to work often meant a 
significantly longer journey e.g. using a bus instead of driving. It was 
recognised that it will be impossible stop all car use, but the first area to 
focus on would be to reduce short journeys in cars. Evidence shows that a 
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very high proportion of car use in the County is only for short journeys, and it 
would have a massive impact on the network reducing these alone. It is also 
key to improve public transport for people who do not have access to a car.

3.54 A member pointed out that the majority of the schemes revolve around the 
M5 areas of Gloucester, Cheltenham and Tewkesbury and questioned what 
improvements are considered for the more rural areas. It was advised that 
the 2041 chapter addresses improvements in connectivity for the Forest of 
Dean and Cotswolds via rail station improvements and high frequency bus 
services, but also the pinch point congestion problems at Chepstow. It was 
considered that improvements in technology could offer new opportunities 
such as electric bikes which would be more appropriate for hilly areas.

3.55 There was a discussion about electric vehicle infrastructure. Members noted 
the map in the presentation which showed current public electric vehicle 
charging points but questioned how the infrastructure would develop.

3.56 It was advised that there is currently a bid for funding with the LEP and GCC 
is working with a number of companies to understand the demand in each 
area of the county. GCC will be providing the infrastructure to allow 
individuals to make a change to an electric vehicle, although it is not 
envisaged this will be a like for like swap. It is still very important to 
encourage more people to reduce their car use and opt for a more 
sustainable transport option. The highway infrastructure cannot maintain the 
use of cars to continue as it is.

3.57 It was confirmed that a key action that would be taken away from this 
discussion is how GCC will prioritise the allocation of electric charging points.

3.58 A member highlighted that improved technology could provide the support 
for more employees to work from home and thus avoid the need to travel into 
work/for meetings. It was advised this was being considered in other 
departments of the Council but wasn’t a specific LTP issue. When they are 
developing the transport network however, the team would carry out a 
facilitating role by providing space for cables etc.

3.59 There was a concern about problems faced by people living in town centres 
that do not have allocated parking and have to continually move their 
vehicles. It is hard to encourage walking and cycling if people cannot leave 
their vehicles. In response, there are a lot of innovative projects happening 
such as advertising underused parking spaces. Another key improvement for 
this problem also is the strengthening of the Transport Hubs.

3.60 Cllr Moor, Cabinet Member for Environment and Planning, highlighted this 
review had produced a much more ambition document in comparison with 
the original Plan and he welcomed in particular the work to improve rail, 
sustainability and carbon emissions. The Cabinet Member thanked the 
Committee for all their comments and a very helpful meeting.
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CHAIRPERSON

Meeting concluded at 12:58
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Gloucestershire Joint Economic Scrutiny Committee 

20th November 2019 

 

Report: The process for developing an Investment Portfolio 

Presented by: Mally Findlater, Programme Manager, GFirst Local Enterprise Partnership 

Background 

As part of its modern Industrial Strategy, the Government aims to agree Local Industrial Strategies 
(LISs) with all parts of England by March 2020. LISs will guide future action and investment, locally 
and nationally, to improve productivity. They are not, in themselves, bidding documents or project 
pipelines. GFirst published a draft LIS for consultation on 19th September 2019, which identified the 
emerging strategic priorities for Gloucestershire. 

The current Government has indicated the intention to launch the UK shared prosperity fund 
(UKSPF) in due course. This will replace European funding and Local Growth Fund. The consultation 
process and planning for this has been significantly delayed, which leaves a high degree of 
uncertainty. 

However, Government has consistently advised localities to be prepared for the launch of this (or 
other) funding opportunities by refreshing or developing a pipeline of projects that would deliver 
against the strategic priorities in the SEP (Strategic Economic Plan), and emerging themes in the LIS. 

Process 

GFirst LEP has therefore initiated a process that will result in the production of an Investment 
Portfolio. The process for this is consistent with the GFirst LEP Strategic Economic Plan Delivery 
Assurance Framework (see 3.2.5 Developing, prioritising, Appraising and Approving Projects page 18 
of 33 and Annex C – Project Assessment and Fund Management process) 

1. Business case proposal submission to LEP 

We publicised an open call for expressions of interest (EOIs) in the summer - deadline 30th June 
2019. This was followed by a second call to the districts and the county council via the Senior 
Officers Group to submit capital projects from the CIP (Gloucestershire Economic Growth Capital 
Investment Pipeline) - deadline 30th September 2019. 

2. Initial development & assessment 

We received 58 EOI’s which were subject to an initial sifting process by GFirst staff including the 
CEO, DCEO and the programme management team on 29th July 2019 and 7th October 2019. This was 
purely to remove those projects that were not eligible for consideration (e.g. do not have a 
reasonable link to economic growth for the county), or that are provisionally rejected but with a 
recommendation that they are included in an appropriate county wide strategy. 

Projects that were rejected were referred to the relevant Senior Officer, who would then decide if it 
was one that they would put forward for the CIP. 

32 projects remain on a provisional ‘long list’ with a cumulative value of £265m. 
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These projects are now subject to an internal review and development. GFirst staff and a 
representative from the Accountable Body are working on this to identify the need for more 
information or to seek new projects. Early technical advice will be sought if needed. This group will 
meet on 18th November 2019 and 16th December 2019. 

 
AF 3.2.5 ‘Agree eligibility criteria with the Government and the Board’.  

A Board Sub Group will meet on 27th November 2019 to agree the basic framework to be used to 
develop the portfolio, to advise on first stage eligibility and the scoring criteria to support the 
development of the ‘long list’. Government criteria for future funding is not available yet.  

This Group will meet again in January 2020 (tbc) to review the provisional long list against the core 
criteria. They will provide advice and recommendations, which could include removing some of the 
projects, and will help to identify any projects that are of particular interest. It will not prioritise at 
this stage. If Government criteria is available, they will advise on the scoring criteria for the final 
selection and prioritisation 

3A. Gloucestershire Economic Growth joint Committee (GEGJC) advisory role and stakeholder 
management 

In Q4 2019/20 – the GEGJC will be advised of process, including scoring criteria, if Government 
information has been received. Regular updates will be provided by LEP, and feedback sought. 

The Senior Officer Group, who support the GEGJC are regularly updated on progress and will be 
involved as appropriate. 

The Accountable Body is fully engaged with the whole process 

3B. LEP Board Selection and Prioritisation 

The final selection and prioritisation will be undertaken by the full LEP Board. This will be guided by 
the individual scores achieved by projects, by the advice from the sub group and by any additional 
information available (for example, any technical input from experts).  The timing of this will be fixed 
once there is guidance from Government.  

Annex C points 4 to 7 apply once indicative funding has been confirmed from Government, so not 
the subject of this paper. 

Reference documents 

Draft Local Industrial Strategy 

https://www.gfirstlep.com/downloads/2019/gloucestershire_draft_local-industrial-
strategy_2019.pdf 

Strategic Economic Plan 

https://www.gfirstlep.com/downloads/2018/sep-2-update2018v3.pdf 

GFirst LEP Strategic Economic Plan Delivery Assurance Framework  

https://www.gfirstlep.com/downloads/2019/assurance-framework--v8-20-06-19.pdf 
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Assurance Framework Annexes including Annex C (attached) 

https://www.gfirstlep.com/downloads/2019/assurance-framework-annexes-20-6-19.pdf 

Recommendations: 

This paper is for information only. 

If you require further information please email: 

Mally.findlater@gfirstlep.com 
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Annex C

2. Initial Development and Assessment
LEP Programme Management Team/Exec & LEP Board.

Initial sift – eligibility, technical input

GFirst LEP Assurance Framework ‐ Capital Projects Selection and Funding 
Process
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1. Business Case Proposal Submission to LEP
Pipeline projects from CIP or any new proposals

3A.GEGJC* advisory role and stakeholder 
engagement 

(Gloucestershire Economic Growth Joint Committee)

3B. LEP Board selection and 
prioritisation

4. Business Case Refinement/Due Diligence Preparation

  ‐ Project Promoter will complete Due Diligence template, full Business Case and VfM assessment
  ‐ Project Promoters of Transport schemes will complete the Due diligence template a full Business Case     

including the VfM assessment.
  ‐ Transport scheems with a value of more than £5m will also be required to complete an Outline Business 

Case  

6A. GEGJC * advisory role and 
stakeholder engagement

6. LEP Board Approval

7. Funding Award
Accountable Body (Gloucestershire County 

Council) issue Funding Agreement 
(working with PMG) 

Progress Reporting – Monitoring and 
Evaluation ‐ (LEP Management 

Gloucestershire Team)

P
ro
ject Selectio

n

Indicative Funding 
Confirmed

5. Due Diligence Assessment and Recommendations
External Assessor – Recommendations 

Programme Management Group – Eligibility and completeness checks, including Accountable 
Body input

LEP Investment Panel – Review of DD assessment and recommendations to Board

GFirst Assurance Framework Annex C (previously D) v6 26.03.19
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Gloucestershire Economic Growth Scrutiny Committee 

Report Title: Gloucestershire Vision 2050 Update

Meeting Date: 20 November 2019

Chairman: Councillor Kevin Cromwell

Presenting Officer: Mike Dawson
Chief Executive
Tewkesbury Borough Council

Purpose of Report: To update the committee in respect of progress made to 
date in respect of Gloucestershire Vision 2050

Background 
documents:

Gloucestershire Vision 2050 reports and documentation – 
available at the dedicated website:

https://glos2050.com/

Appendices 1. Gloucestershire Vision 2050 GEGSC Member Update – 
May 2019

2. Terms of reference etc of the three Vision 2050 Boards

Recommendations The Committee is asked to note the report and 
appendices.
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2

1. Introduction

1.1 Leadership Gloucestershire has been working to implement the actions contained in the 
Gloucestershire Vision 2050 Concordat since its adoption in October 2018.  At the Committee’s 
request an update on progress was circulated to members in May 2019. This update note gives 
details of the origin of and work to produce the Gloucestershire Vision 2050. Details of outcome 
of the Vision 2050 consultation and resulting ‘Concordat’ are also provided, together with future 
proposals to implement the outcomes, which included the establishment of three new boards:

 Central Gloucestershire City Region/Growth Board – To create a vision and masterplan 
for the future development of the central area of the county.

 Rural Ambitions Board – To develop and work towards a vision for a vibrant rural 
economy which protects, enhances and builds upon the Gloucestershire rural assets 
and addresses issues such as rural transport and provision of accessible green space.

 Severn Vale Board – To consider infrastructure and connectivity in the south of the 
county including the potential for a third Severn Crossing.

1.2 For information, especially for new members, this note is attached at Appendix 1.

2. The Current Position

2.2 In June and July 2019 Leadership Gloucestershire considered and approved draft Terms of 
Reference for the Central Gloucestershire and Rural Ambitions Boards. In addition, in July, 
Leadership Gloucestershire approved the scoping template for the Severn Vale Board as 
the basis for the development of formal Terms of Reference for this Board. The Severn 
Vale Board have since approved their terms of reference.

2.3 Copies of the terms of reference for all three boards are attached at Appendix 2 for 
information.

2.4 The Central Gloucestershire and the Severn Vale Boards have now recently met for their 
inaugural meetings which have mainly concerned administrative matters. At its first 
meeting, the Central Gloucestershire Board has confirmed its name as the Central 
Gloucestershire City Region Board.  

2.5 Further updates will be provided as the boards’ progress their agendas.
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Appendix 1
Gloucestershire Economic Growth Joint Scrutiny Committee

Members Requested Update – Gloucestershire Vision 2050

 A project to develop a vision for Gloucestershire in 2050 arose from a number of 
developments and discussions in 2016. Under the guidance of an Expert Advisory Group 
(which consisted of a cross-section of all stakeholders in Gloucestershire) an initial Vision 
was developed. This Vision identified the need for an ambitious, innovative, coherent, and 
cohesive long-term development plan for the county which could address the challenges it 
currently faces. 

 
 In July 2017 Gloucestershire University was asked by Leadership Gloucestershire to lead 

further work around the Vision. This work eventually became three connected activities: 

o Development of the Validity Framework: a process to assess the relative impact of 
different ideas or projects against an agreed set of ambitions as a way of informing 
judgements about priorities. 

o A report on Delivery Vehicles: the creation of guidance for leaders in the county 
about the structures necessary to deliver transformational change. 

o The Big Conversation: a broad public engagement exercise to seek views on the 
initial Vision and the set of ambitions set out in the Validity Framework. 

 The Gloucestershire Vision 2050 Big Conversation took place between February and July 
2018 and over 2500 responses were received. Following the analysis of feedback the Big 
Conversation report was produced.

 Following on from the Big Conversation report, Leadership Gloucestershire endorsed the 
Gloucestershire Vision 2050 Concordat in October 2018. This Concordat is intended to 
capture some two years of thinking and contributions from the Gloucestershire community in 
a single place; to set out a mandate for taking forward a Gloucestershire Vision 2050; and 
the way in which this work can be taken forward. The concordat consolidated some of the 
Vision 2050 ‘six ideas’ and concluded that the Cotswold Airport idea should not be taken 
further.

 In endorsing the Concordat, Leadership Gloucestershire:

o Welcomed and noted the development of the Validity Framework, the report on 
Delivery Vehicles, and the outcomes of the Big Conversation. 

o Agreed the Gloucestershire Vision 2050 including the amended ambitions. 
o Acknowledged that there are critical medium and long-term issues relating to health, 

community, skills, safety and culture, for which existing partnerships provide 
governance, but which should be seen in future as integral to an inclusive 
Gloucestershire Vision 2050 – and therefore proposed that the current governance 
structures should be mapped as part of the county-wide infrastructure, including their 
major projects of medium or long-term significance. 

o Agreed, using the governance mapping, to scope further the establishment of three 
Boards to move forward the realisation of that Vision 

o Agreed to determine the most advantageous county-wide structure that would 
support the activities of the three Boards.

 The Vision and ambitions were confirmed in the Concordat as:

Gloucestershire: a great place to live, work and do business, with a thriving future.

a) An inclusive county: we will ensure that the economic and social benefits of growth 
are felt by all.
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b) A magnet county: we will see a growing working age population, by keeping and 
attracting more 18-40 year olds with high level qualifications, who want to live and 
work in the county.
c) An innovative county: we will see more businesses starting up, growing, and 
investing in research and innovation.
d) A skilled county: we will see more people with high-level skills and jobs in skilled 
occupations.
e) A prosperous county: we will see rising productivity and household income, 
offering higher living standards.
f) A healthy, happy and safe county: we will ensure people have a good work/life 
balance and see improved health and wellbeing.
g) A connected county: we will see improved transport and internet connections so 
that people and businesses can connect with each other more easily.
h) A sustainable county: we will see more efficient use of resources and more use of 
sustainable energy.

 . The three proposed boards are:

o Central Gloucestershire Growth Board/Central Gloucestershire City Region 
Board – Aim - To create a vision and masterplan for the future development of 
this central area of the County.

o Severn Vale Board – Aim – To consider infrastructure and connectivity in the 
south of the county, including the potential for a third Severn Crossing.

o Rural Ambition Board – Aim – To develop and work towards a vision for a vibrant 
rural economy which protects, enhances and builds upon the Gloucestershire 
rural assets and addresses issues such as rural transport and provision of 
accessible green space.

 In February 2019 Leadership Gloucestershire received update reports on the work to 
map the existing structures involved in the ambitions achievement and the scoping work 
in respect of the three Boards. The following was agreed:

o Leadership Gloucestershire will take a lead strategic role and be the ‘holder of 
the ring’ for the Vision 2050 Programme.

o Where it is clear that there is a lead organisation for a particular ambition then 
they should come back to Leadership Gloucestershire with their priorities. This 
should detail how the young persons’ voice would be taken account of.

o Leadership Gloucestershire will take a coordinating role where it is not clear who 
should lead in a particular area.

o To consider how spatial planning, the Sub-regional Transport Body and the 
Gloucestershire Sustainable Energy Strategy fits the Vision 2050 Programme.

o It was too early to consider what the formal scrutiny process will look like, but it 
was noted that the County Council’s Economic Growth Scrutiny Committee with 

o co-opted District Council representatives is well placed to take this forward at an 
appropriate time.  

o Action – Leadership Gloucestershire partners

 Progress reports were received in respect of the work to scope the three proposed 
Boards and this work continues with a view to the Boards being established later in 
2019.

 Further progress reports will be considered by Leadership Gloucestershire at its meeting 
In June 2019.

All the documents referred to in this note together with other information about Gloucestershire 2050 Vision 
can be found by following the link below:

http://glos2050.com/
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ECONOMIC GROWTH SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 

WORK PLAN 2019-20

20 November 2019 26 February 2020
at Gloucester City Council

18 March 2020

Digital Connectivity District Issues and Priorities
(Gloucester)

To include: Future of the High Streets item

Review of local meetings

Outcome:  to produce recommendations to the 
Joint Committee

Update on Vision 2050 boards Social mobility

Quarter 2 2019/20 Performance Report Quarter 3 2019/20 Performance Report

3 June 2020 16 September 2020 21 October 2020

Quarter 4 2019/20 Performance Report
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POSSIBLE FUTURE ITEMS

1
Business Rate Pooling

7 Geographical context of the ‘South West of 
England’

2 National Policy Development (including industrial 
strategy)

8 Apprenticeship Update

3
Infrastructure and Density

9 Improvements to the rail network infrastructure 
for Gloucestershire – feasibility of light rail 
network

4 Housing (incorporating a review of potential 
changes to the Joint Core Strategy

10 Work force development

5 Transportation Links Public Transport 11 Housing availability

6 Engaging with the 16 to 50 year old age group 12 Modular developments/carbon neutral plans

P
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Director’s Report, Communities & Infrastructure - Scrutiny Committee Report

November 2019

This report summarises key areas likely to lead to decisions over the next 6 months, 
including updates on areas previously reported.  

1.1     Relevant forthcoming decisions, by date due:
 Gloucestershire Local Transport Plan Review - Public Consultation - 20 December 

Cabinet
 Proposals for partnership working and future governance arrangements between 

Gloucestershire Waste Disposal and Collection Authorities- 20 December Cabinet
 Waste Collection Authority Incentive Payments- 20 December Cabinet
 Concessionary Travel Scheme - Operator Reimbursement- 20 December Cabinet
 Responding to the Climate Change Emergency: Glos Climate Change Strategy 2019/20 

– 2024/25 20 December Cabinet

1.2 Pending Items not yet published on the Forward Plan:
 Lydney Harbour Bid
 Traffic Regulations Order Consultation (Boots Corner)
 Parking Charges
 Proposed Consultation on County Council Traveller Site Management options

1.3 Pending Individual Cabinet member decisions:
 Revised Fastershire Broadband Strategy 

2.0 Highways update

2.1 Highways Contracts
 Ringway’s defect repair performance continues to improve with performance. 

Additional resource has been put in place to eliminate backlog and allow there to be a 
concentration on forward performance as winter season approaches. 

 The Structural Maintenance Contract went out to tender w/c 21st October 2019.
 Work on the development of the multi-party Highway Skills Academy is underway.  

There are new apprentices (10+) in place across the highways team and partners 
promoted a joint presence as Gloucestershire Highways Skills Academy at the National 
Apprentice Show in October at Cheltenham Racecourse.

2.2 £150m Highways Improvement Programme 
 An accelerated programme has been agreed and involves £3m brought forward into 

19/20, and £2m into 20/21, leaving the remainder of the additional funding in 21/22. 
Delivery remains on track.  

2.3 A40 West Cheltenham Transport Improvement Schemes/Business Park
 Project remains on track with the business case development ongoing for Phase 1 and 

2 (Arle Court/Golden Valley A40).  The Phase 1 and 2 business case is scheduled for 
considered by the LEP board in December 2019.  The Outline Business was approved 
in October 2019 subject to completion of outstanding elements as part of future Full 
Business Cases for phases 1-4.  The Cabinet Paper for procurement of Phases 1 and 
2 will be considered by Cabinet in November.  Initial feasibility and preliminary design 
work is progressing for phases 3 and 4. 
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2.4 A419 junction improvements (Stonehouse)
 Construction commenced in March 2019 and works are currently progressing at 

Chipmans Platt Roundabout and Oldends Lane. As works progress, issues have arisen 
with uncharted utilities at the Chipmans Platt site. GCC and contractors Knights Brown 
are working closely with Energetics Gas Ltd and Severn Trent to resolve these issues 
and mitigate the impact on the project programme.  The works will move sequentially 
westwards, in order to minimise the impact on the project programme works will 
progress on multiple sites.  Due to the utility issues, programmed completion is now 
anticipated at the end of spring 2020.

2.5 A38 Cross Keys roundabout (Hardwicke) 
 This scheme was formally opened on the 15th October 2019. 

2.6 Gloucester South West Bypass / Llanthony Road
 Planning permission for the scheme was granted April 2019.  Negotiations with 

landowners are still ongoing.  Officers are twin tracking CPO in case negotiations fail.

2.7 B4063 / A40 Highways England Cycling Scheme – Cheltenham to Gloucester
 Highways England (HE) are currently progressing their c. £4M major cycle scheme 

between Cheltenham and Gloucester. This project will need to link into the emerging 
GCC Cabinet-approved £22M transport improvement schemes to the west of 
Cheltenham. 

 In order to fulfil funding criteria this scheme originally needed to be completed by March 
2020. This, however, has recently been extended to construction starting in 2020, as 
part of the RIS2 process. 

3.0 Strategic Infrastructure Update

3.1 A417 Missing Link
 The Preferred Route Announcement (Route 30) was made by Highways England in 

March 2019.  Statutory public consultation is ongoing (27th September to 8th 
November 2019).  An officer-level response to this consultation was agreed with Lead 
Cabinet Members. The RIS2 announcement is expected November 2019.  A 
Development Consent Order (DCO) planning application will be submitted by HE to 
the Planning Inspectorate in Spring 2020.

3.2 M5 Junction 10 – Housing Infrastructure Fund Bid
 An Outline Business Case (OBC) was submitted to the Ministry of Housing, 

Communities, and Local Government on 21st March 2019.  Additional GCC revenue 
was secured to progress this project 2019/20-2020/21.  A decision on the success of 
the OBC is expected in late 2019.  If successful, there will be an opportunity to claim 
back significant elements of the business case development costs.

3.3 M5 Junction 9 and A46 (Ashchurch)
 A Pre Strategic Outline Business Case (Pre-SOBC) was submitted to the Department 

for Transport (DfT) for funding through the Large Local Majors programme in July 
2019.  Feedback from the DfT has been provided with clarifications required on a few 
issues.  A decision is expected regarding the scheme’s progression from Pre-SOBC to 
the Strategic Outline Business case (SOBC) stage later in the year.
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 The A46 Partnership, including the Midlands Connect SNTB are fully supportive of the 
SOBC being undertaken by GCC.

3.4 Improved rail connectivity
 The 1st phase of Gloucestershire’s Rail Strategy has been commissioned.  Phase 1 will 

identify those quick wins that can be delivered in the short-term outside Network Rail’s 
Control Period investment process.  The report will also identify larger scale investment 
requirements to support future growth.  These improvements would be considered in 
more detail in the 2nd Phase of the Rail Strategy.  The outputs from Phase 2 would 
then be used to lobby Network Rail to influence investment decisions made for Control 
Period 7 (2024-2029) and Control Period 8 (2029-2034).

 In July at a meeting with Network Rail and Great Western Railway it was confirmed that 
no infrastructure interventions were required for the MetroWest Phase 2 Gloucester 
extension to operate.  An hourly direct service to London from Cheltenham/Gloucester 
has been included in the December 2019 timetable change.  

 Work has commenced on the Western Gateway SNTB rail strategy.  The emerging 
regional priorities include enhancements to the Bristol to Birmingham rail corridor was 
identified as a one of the key priorities.  Network Rail have now confirmed that this is 
one of three schemes that will be examined in 2020 as part of their Continuous 
Modular Strategic Planning process. 

 The Strategic Outline Business Case (SOBC) for service improvements on the North 
Cotswold Line has been produced.  It sets out the various work strands and cost to 
progress the proposed works through the ‘Develop’ stage leading to an Outline 
Business Case and Single Option Report.  The scheme will bring about an improved 
service frequency (including calling at Moreton in Marsh) and reduced journey times to 
London.    

 The Transport for Wales service from Maesteg to Gloucester/Cheltenham continues to 
deteriorate with services being cancelled on a regular basis.  

3.5 Digital connectivity
 Discussions are continuing with Gigaclear, Airband, Voneus and BT about potential 

contract extensions to provide solutions for remaining premises still to be enabled.
 An Industry Engagement Day was held in the summer, to showcase the key strategic 

future growth opportunities in the Joint Core Strategy Area for private sector suppliers 
to consider investing and delivering a full fibre network. The event was successful with 
10 suppliers and representatives attending and positive discussions held, and some 
further follow up with two specific suppliers to date.  

3.6 Local Plans
 The Local Transport Plan (LTP) is currently being reviewed, with a view to adopting the 

revised Plan in 2020/21.  Anticipated to take Draft LTP (pre- public consultation) to 17th 
December 2019 Cabinet, with a public consultation proposed for early 2020. 

 The draft Minerals Local Plan has been submitted to the Government.  Public 
consultation on proposed main modifications ended 11th September 2019 and the 
Inspector’s report is awaited.

4.0 Community Infrastructure Update

4.1 Cheltenham Transport Plan 
 Cheltenham Borough Council’s cabinet supported a report on 5th November 

recommending that the experimental TRO is made permanent. The next step will be for 
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GCC to hold a Traffic Regulation Committee. It will make a recommendation to GCC’s 
cabinet which meets on 20th December to decide whether the scheme is made 
permanent or abandoned. The original TRC date, 11th December, falls the day before 
the General Election and, having consulted the head of DSU, officers recommend 
holding the TRC on 16th December to address concerns about breaching pre-election 
period rules and to ensure that sufficient committee members are available.

 Replacement of the temporary signals at the junction of Clarence Parade and Clarence 
Street started on the 4th November. Local businesses were notified in advance through 
liaison with the BID and Ringway staff will introduce themselves when works start on 
site.

4.2 Public Transport
 A significant round of contract retendering is almost over; approximately 75% of total 

contract value on public transport has been retendered in the last 18 months. From the 
end of 2019 there is a much lighter retender plan.

 A project looking into the delivery of rural transport has begun; further detail will be 
available in late 2019/early 2020.

4.3 Parking
 Following the Road Safety Motion to Council in September 2019 officers attended a 

special meeting of Adult Social Care and Communities Scrutiny Committee on 29th 
October 2019. Their report included a review of TRO costs and processes which are 
widely regarded as being expensive, not sufficiently agile and or transparent. The 
Committee asked for a Cabinet Task Group to be established to take forward some of 
their concerns. 

 A new TRO Manager has been appointed; they will start the role in December and 
have a wealth of expertise in the TRO and legal world. One of their main focusses will 
be to review current practices to make efficiencies. 

4.4 Highways Development Management
 Recruitment of seven senior officer posts has commenced following the decision to 

apply market rate supplements. Interviews are scheduled for early December.

4.5 Climate Change 
 The results of the public consultation clearly demonstrate concern by the public (84%) 

and businesses (88%) in Gloucestershire about climate change and its impacts. 97% of 
online responses indicated that they were concerned about the impact of climate 
change (either a lot or a little).  Cabinet will consider the draft at its meeting in 
December 2019.

 58 applications were received for the Climate Change Youth Panel and of these 40 
were appointed. The quality of applicants was very strong. The Panel have now met on 
multiple occasions to review the proposals in the draft strategy. Cabinet will consider 
the draft strategy at its meeting on 13th November 2029. 

4.6 Air Quality 
 To deliver the Gloucestershire Air Quality and Health Strategy action plans are being 

prepared by three sub-groups: Monitoring & Behaviour Change, Active Travel and 
Electric vehicles & Clean Fleet. Many actions that help to improve local air quality 
complement our climate change strategy and will feature in the draft Climate Change 
action plan. Resources will be sought from the proposed £1m Action Fund and other 
sources.
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4.7 Cycling
 On 20th September 2019 students from Tewkesbury School joined three cabinet 

members on e-bikes for the launch of Travel By-Cycle, a leaflet which sets out our 
vision for building a cycle network across the county. 

5.0 Waste Management
5.1 Joint Waste Committee 
 Discussions continue with district councils on future waste partnership working. 

Consensus has been reached amongst county and district officers on a future 
partnership proposal based on a less formal arrangement. The partnership would focus 
on the development and delivery of a new joint resources and waste strategy for 
Gloucestershire and would work together on joint communications and infrastructure 
planning. The proposal was agreed by attendees at the October meeting of the 
Gloucestershire Joint Waste Committee. Terms of reference for the new partnership 
will now be agreed and each Gloucestershire local authority invited to join.

 Outline agreement has been reached by county and district officers on a replacement 
of the Food Waste Collection and Delivery arrangements. The proposal was 
considered at GJWC meeting in October and will be considered by GCC cabinet in 
December 2019. The new agreements would take effect July 2020. 

 Commissioning of the Javelin Park Energy from Waste facility continues.

6.0 Library and Registration Update
6.1 Libraries
 Building work at Stonehouse Library is anticipated to commence mid November 2019.  

The aim is to open the facility in April 2020.  
 Unfortunately a member of library staff working at Gloucester Library passed away at 

work on Monday 23rd September 2019.  The library was closed on Tuesday 24th 
September and OHU are providing support to the staff.  The funeral was held on 
Thursday 17th October 2019.  

 Plans are starting to progress for a 2nd Innovation Lab at Gloucester Library.  
 Officers are exploring 7 initial locations for community access points within rural 

locations following the mobile library vehicle’s failure.  

Contact Officer
Colin Chick, Strategic Advisor (Communities & Infrastructure)
colin.chick@gloucestershire.gov.uk, 01452 328470
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Economic Growth Scrutiny Scorecard

Quarter 2 2019/20

The following scorecards are enclosed:

Prepared by the Performance and Improvement Team

Page no.
Key to Symbols 2
Economy, Education & Skills 3

1
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Risk Impact/Consequence

Likelihood 1
Insignificant

2
Minor

3
Moderate

4
Major

5
Critical

Almost
certain
(5)

5 10 15 20 25

Likely
(4)

4 8 12 16 20

Probable
(3)

3 6 9 12 15

Possible
(2)

2 4 6 8 10

Rare
(1)

1 2 3 4 5

Level of
Risk

Score

Low 1  6
Moderate 7 – 12
High 13 – 25

Performance better than tolerance

Performance within tolerance

Performance worse than tolerance

No information

Missing target

No value

Value Increasing (Smaller is Better)

Value Decreasing (Smaller is Better)

Value Increasing (Bigger is Better)

Value Decreasing (Bigger is Better)

No change

Bigger is better A bigger value for this measure is good

Smaller is
better

A smaller value for this measure is good

Plan is best Where it is best for performance to be on target rather than above or below

Reporting Basis

Year to Date Performance accumulated over the year

Rolling Year Average performance over a 12 month
period

Annual Performance measured once a year

Latest
Quarter

Performance this quarter

Snapshot Performance at a particular point in time

Forecast Predicted position at the end of the year

Key to Symbols

Key to Symbols  Risk

Risk Rating
(calculated by multiplying the Impact with

the Likelihood of each risk)

The Gloucestershire Risk Matrix

2
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Economy, Education & Skills
Cllr Patrick Molyneux

Economic Development

Amount of Local Growth
Deal funding contracted for
project delivery between
Gloucestershire County
Council as accountable
body and individual
promoters following GFirst
LEPs instructions

Plan is Best £60,846 £63,343 £67,643 £67,643 £89,198
Publicly
Reported

Value of Planning
Agreements signed to
support provision of
Highways &
Education/Libraries (£000)

Bigger is
Better

Year to Date £2,160 £8,167 £7,761 £5,383 £927 9 agreements signed with total value of £927,200
Publicly
Reported

% of premises with next
generation broadband
access (NGA) Superfast

Bigger is
Better

92.7 % 93.0 % 94.4 % 95.0 % 93.9 % Adjusted from last quarter following forecast claim validation
Publicly
Reported

% of premises connected
to broadband (Stage 1 
BT  FTTC)

Bigger is
Better

51.4 % 54.8 % 57.7 % 60.9 % 60.9 %
Publicly
Reported

% of premises connected
to broadband (Stage 2 
mix of suppliers  ADSL)

Bigger is
Better

33.0 % 33.4 % 36.1 % 36.1 % 22.9 %

Take up figures for the programme as a whole have dropped due to slippage
in delivery of new connections as supplier adjusts delivery plans. Note also,
this is a quarterly performance measure & reflects take up within the current
phase of deployment, rather than cumulatively for the investment as a
whole, hence why fluctuations can occur.  

Publicly
Reported

Quarterly Trend Analysis  No Target
Good
Performance
High/Low

Reporting
Basis

Qtr Sep18 Qtr Dec18 Qtr Mar19 Qtr Jun19 Qtr Sep19 Comments Qtr Sep19

Lifelong Learning

No of people accessing the
Adult Education service
undertaking
Apprenticeships

Bigger is
Better

Latest
Quarter

15 6 25 39 30
The number of reported starts in the period (30) is greater than the same
period in the last three years (16/17:  8, 17/18:  17, 18/19: 15)

Publicly
Reported

Quarterly Trend Analysis  No Target
Good
Performance
High/Low

Reporting
Basis

Qtr Sep18 Qtr Dec18 Qtr Mar19 Qtr Jun19 Qtr Sep19 Comments Qtr Sep19

3
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